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Abstract
In this study, an innovative distributed method for achieving external clock synchronization is presented. Based on
discrete-time clock models, it can realize synchronization of clocks while enabling their time to change at the same pace
simultaneously. Stronger robustness against noisy measurements and clock rate drifts is gained by combining both con-
troller and estimator design methods into the protocol. Additionally, a specifically designed communication scheme is
proposed to make our protocols independent on global physical time. To render our protocols more practical, the con-
trol variable for clock synchronization is ensured bounded and a stopping criterion for implementation of the protocols
is established. Finally, performance of the method is illustrated by certain numerical simulations.
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Introduction

Technological advancement of low-cost and low-power
programmable sensors has been witnessed during these
years. These sensors are capable of sensing, recording,
and processing data, as well as communicating via wire-
less channels. They can be distributed in large areas to
monitor physical phenomena, making up wireless sen-
sor networks (WSNs). In WSNs, sensor nodes can be
embedded in the environment to be static, or they are
enabled to be mobile with physical artifacts carrying
them.1

WSNs are closely coupled to application back-
grounds.2 Climate monitoring, target positioning, and
event detection are time-critical applications in which
local clocks of all sensors must have the same time
value. However, oscillators in low-cost sensors result in
different local clock time with distinct drifting speed.
Thus, clock synchronization is a significant and inter-
esting topic attracting focuses of many researches.
Although successful clock synchronization protocols

for wired networks have been developed for decades,
they are inappropriate for WSNs for facts that WSNs
have a wider deployment, constraint power supply, and
a higher demand on robustness.

Literature review

For clock synchronization in WSNs, it includes the fol-
lowing method patterns:3 master-to-slave versus peer-
to-peer synchronization. Master-to-slave protocols,
among which we will list some to review, assign certain
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nodes as masters. Reference Broadcast Sync seeks to
reduce non-deterministic time delay using partial aggre-
gations and conserves energy via the post facto
scheme.4 However, it has to divide the network into
multiple clusters and choose master nodes for each
cluster, which increases workloads of communication
and computation. Time-Diffusion Sync Protocol5 uti-
lizes a diffusion of messages, in which all nodes partici-
pate to establish network-wide balanced time. A radial
tree structure is formed with an election and re-election
cycle where each node decides to become a master or a
diffused-leader on its own. With the structure, an itera-
tive weighted-averaging process can be carried out.
Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks (TPSN)6

builds up a spanning tree along whose branches pair-
wise synchronization is executed by sender–receiver
handshake7 exchanges, before the phase of synchroni-
zation. Master-node failure is a common problem with
which these methods are confronted. In another
method called Flooding Time Sync Protocol, receiving
nodes record incoming time-stamps’ arrival instants
and normalize them, after which they update their own
time-stamps and then broadcast them to their neigh-
bors.8 This method achieves robustness to root failure
to some extent, but not completely.

Compared with master-to-slave protocols, peer-to-
peer protocols are distributed without center nodes.
Then, problems caused by master-node failure do not
exist. Average Time Sync (ATS)9 utilizes a cascade of
two consensus algorithms to achieve the consensus of
clock skews and that of offsets separately by tuning
compensation parameters. In Distributed Time Sync,10

neighboring nodes exchange time-stamp packets on a
one-to-one basis. Any participating node can become a
reference node by simply not adjusting its own clock
during the synchronization procedure, which converts
synchronization into solving an optimization problem.
To obtain faster convergence and better energy effi-
ciency, Clustered Consensus Time Synchronization
(CCTS)11 combines the Distributed Consensus Time
Synchronization (DCTS) algorithm with the clustering
technique. However, it still compensates skew and off-
set parameters separately and requires additional
energy for clustering.

However, method patterns can be roughly classified
into internal versus external synchronization. The
physical-clock rate which depends on the oscillator fre-
quency usually cannot be tuned directly, while external
time of local clocks can be synchronized more easily.12

Thus, external clocks, also called virtual clocks, can be
modeled to make synchronization much easier.
However, only certain literature, such as CCTS11 and
FLOPSYNC-2,13 presents relatively specific relation-
ships between actual and virtual clocks.

Statement of contribution

Compared with previous research work, our article con-
tributes to the following innovations as far as we know:

1. Unlike most previous literature,14 clock skews
of sensor nodes in our method can be time-vary-
ing, which makes the model more apposite in
implementation.

2. Synchronization of clock rates and that of
initial local time are achieved separately by most
works9,15 with several coupled algorithms.
However, on one hand, this separation can result
in slower convergence, which means heavy bur-
dens of communication and computation. On the
other hand, performance of coupled algorithms
would interact with each other, which may have
an undesirable accumulated effect on synchroni-
zation precision. Like certain literature,16 our
method combines and solves these two tasks
jointly to achieve external synchronization with
light-weight linear protocols.

3. Inspired by both controller and estimator design
methods, our protocol combines their advan-
tages as in the literature9,13 to follow drifts of
clock time with noise filtering. Besides, control
inputs used to adjust time of local clocks are
proved to be bounded, which was rarely consid-
ered by previous researches.

4. Certain application details usually omitted in
theoretical researches are considered and
explained in this article. First, the virtual-time
model is clearly distinguished from the physical-
clock model to make this external synchroniza-
tion more applicable. Then, a specifically
designed communication scheme is proposed to
explicitly show how sensor nodes execute pack-
ets’ receiving and transmitting with absence of
global time information. Meanwhile, inspired
by literature,9 the communication scheme is
modified to expand its application with asyn-
chronous communication.

5. A stopping criterion for our synchronization
protocols is established in a distributed way.
Then, the synchronization process can be ended
in finite time, which is significant in practical
implementation.

Notation and graph theory

Notation

For a number p, pj j denotes its modulus; 1 represents a
column vector with N dimensions, whose entries are all
equal to 1; 0 denotes the matrix with a proper order
and with all entries equal to 0; I represents an N-
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dimension identity matrix; and the superscripts T and
H denote the transpose of real matrices and conjugate
transpose of complex matrices, respectively.

Graph theory

An undirected graph G=(V, E) is composed of a non-
empty node set V= 1, 2, . . . ,Nf g and an edge set
E � V3V where an edge of G is a pair of unordered
nodes. The in-neighbor set of node i is denoted as N i,
that is, N i = j : (j, i) 2 Ef g. In WSNs, if j is an in-
neighbor of i, this has the physical meaning that sensor
j is located within the listening distance of sensor i. An
undirected graph is called connected if any pair of
nodes can be connected by a path of edges in E. The
diameter D of a graph is the longest path among the
shortest ones between any pair of nodes.

An extended neighbor graph, denoted as D(t), is a
directed graph with at most one arc between each pair
of ordered nodes and with one self-loop of each vertex
on event time t. If extended neighbor graphs on all
event instants within a time interval make up G, then
vertex j belongs to N i in G as long as this establishes at
least once in D(t) in that interval.

For a graph G, each edge (j, i) is associated with a
weight jij 6¼ 0. Then, the ijth entry of a Laplacian
matrix L is defined as

L(i, j)=

�jij i 6¼ j, j 2 N i

0 i 6¼ j, j 62 N iP
j2N i

jij i= j

8><
>:

Lemma 1. Zero is an eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix
L with 1 as a corresponding right eigenvector. All non-
zero eigenvalues have positive real parts. For an undir-
ected graph, 0 is a simple eigenvalue if and only if the
graph is connected.17

Clock models and proposed
synchronization protocols

Problem formulation

First, one classical simplified clock-time model18 can be
presented as

ti(t)=ait+ oi ð1Þ

where ti(t) represents the local clock time of node i on
the instant when the global physical time is t. ai.0

stands for the local clock rate of node i. oi denotes the
initial value of ti(t), that is, oi = ti(0). According to the
model, each local clock time has its own relation with t
before being synchronized. Therefore, clock synchroni-
zation methods aim to tune all local time to eventually
reach consensus values corresponding with the same

global instants. The following are certain key aspects in
this research area nowadays, which are not solved
totally:

1. When ai is time varying, denoted as ai(t),
instead of constant in practice, new protocols
are needed for clock synchronization.

2. Since ai(t), i= 1, 2, . . . ,N , is different from
each other and actually global time is unavail-
able to all nodes, a communication scheme has
to be specifically designed for the execution of
clock synchronization. Besides, the application
of designed protocols should be able to be
extended to cases with asynchronous
communication.

3. Synchronization of local time and that of local
time variations should be achieved simultane-
ously for the sake of synchronization accuracy
and power conservation.

In this article, we explain how we try to solve the above
concerns.

Models and protocols

Continuous clock synchronization poses a high demand
for power supply, which is not practical for WSNs. So,
we establish a discrete-time sampling model of each
local clock as

ti(k + 1)= ti(k)+Di(k) ð2Þ

where k = 0, 1, . . . denotes the kth sampling from the
start of the synchronization. Accordingly, tk represents
the global instant on which the sampling occurs.
ti(k + 1) denotes node i ’s local time sampled after one
sampling period Tk from tk . Di(k).0 corresponding to
Tk represents clock i’s local time variation between tk

and tk + 1. Since all local time drifts at distinct speed,
Di(k), i= 1, 2, . . . ,N , has a many-to-one mapping rela-
tionship with Tk , that is, usually Di(k) 6¼ Dj(k), if i 6¼ j.

Remark 1. Here, we assume that all nodes have the
same sampling period from the global view. And a spe-
cific communication scheme can be designed as follows
to make this assumption realizable in practice. First,
the signal for clock synchronization wakens one of the
nodes, supposed as node 1, from the low-power state
known as the sleeping mode. And this node broadcasts
packets containing information for synchronization to
its neighbors on periodic transmission instants in its
local timescale. With the MAC-layer stamping tech-
nique, node 1’s neighbors can be assumed to receive its
packet immediately when it broadcasts the packet.
Then, as soon as receiving the packet, neighbors of
node 1 are triggered to have their local time sampled
and broadcast their packets to their own neighbors.
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The information of k ensures that each node only
broadcasts its packets once around the same instant.
To make this scheme easily understood, its schematic
diagram is shown in Figure 1. In this way, all nodes
have the same sampling instants tk which lead to the
same sampling, as well as transmitting period Tk . And
Tk is a monotonic function of D1, where D1 denotes the
local transmission period of node 1. There is an impli-
cit assumption that sampling for the in-packet and
broadcasting of the out-packet of the same node are
triggered almost simultaneously, namely, time delay
between them can be ignored compared to the period’s
timescale. It is kind of a case with synchronous com-
munication. However, when that time delay cannot be
ignored for some low-cost sensors or it accumulates
tremendously in a very sparse and large net, our
method has to be implemented with asynchronous
communication, which will be specifically stated in the
implementation part. Additionally, since a1(t) is drift-
ing while global physical time changes at the same
pace, D1 may lead to value changes of Tk . Thus,
Di(k), i � 2 can be treated as f (ai(k), Tk)—a function of
ai(k) and Tk . Due to above statements, it is rational to
have the assumption as follows.

Assumption 1. Values of Di(k), i= 1, 2, . . . ,N , are uni-
formly bounded when k = 0, 1, . . .

However, there are reasons that prevent us from uti-
lizing this physical sampling model directly. First, it is
not practical to adjust oscillators or counters of these
sensors which may be deployed in inaccessible or atro-
cious environments. Additionally, this discrete-time
form has the implicit disadvantage of causing time dis-
continuity, which may lead agents to making unex-
pected faults such as missing significant events or
recording the same thing multiple times. These critical
issues are usually omitted by methods for internal
synchronization.

As a solution to above problems, a model of virtual
local clock whose time can be directly tuned by a con-
trol input is established. Virtual-clock synchronization
only needs achieving for cooperative events requiring
for common time. And physical clocks, which are
referred to for individual time events, still work due to
their own mechanical schemes. On tk + 1, the virtual-
clock model is presented as

�ti(k + 1)= �ti(k)+Di(k)+ ui(k) ð3Þ

where �ti(k) stands for the virtual local time of node i
and �ti(0)= ti(0). The communication scheme presented
in Remark 1 still works. And the specific process of
packets’ receiving and transmitting of node j is shown
in Figure 2.

Thus, synchronization can be achieved by designing
protocols for ui(k), which help all virtual-time update
and converge to a common value. According to the

required function, the control input can be divided into
two components as follows

ui(k)= usi
(k)+ uDi

(k) ð4Þ

where uDi
(k) is to ensure drifts of ~Di(k)=Di(k)+ uDi

(k)
to be within a sufficiently narrow bounded interval
eventually, which will be discussed later. The protocol
for usi

(k) is proposed as

di(k + 1)= e
P
j2N i

lij(�tj(k)� �ti(k))

usi
(k + 1)=

P
j2N i

lij(�ti(k)� �tj(k))+ usi
(k)

+ di(k + 1)� mdi(k)

8>><
>>:

where di(k) is an auxiliary variable here and di(0)= 0.
lij is edge (j, i)’s weight. e and m are parameters to be
identified in the following section.

Remark 2. Since �tj(k) and �ti(k) correspond to the same
global instant, the difference between them can be eas-
ily gained by packet exchanges. That is, though all
nodes have no access to the exact value of tk ,
�tj(k)� �ti(k) in the above expressions can be obtained
in practice.

The vector form of above expressions can be
expressed as

d(k + 1)=� eL�t(k)
us(k + 1)=L�t(k)+ us(k)+ d(k + 1)� md(k)

�
ð5Þ

where L consisting of lij is a Laplacian matrix. Since
sensors in the same network have almost the same lis-
tening distance and they usually have enough power to

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of communication between node
1 and its neighbors.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of packets’ recording and
broadcasting.
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establish message channels within these distances, wire-
less channels can be considered as being symmetric.
Then it is reasonable to have the following assumption.

Assumption 2. The underlying graph of the network’s
message-channel topology is connected undirected.

Due to this assumption, lij = lji and zero is one sim-
ple eigenvalue of L which is symmetric.

Remark 3. When k � 1, combining the two expressions
in equation (5) yields

us(k + 1)= us(k)+ (1� e)L�t(k)+meL�t(k � 1) ð6Þ

from which it can be seen that the effect of noise mainly
from D(k) as part of �t(k) on usi

(k + 1) can be reduced
to certain extent by the combination form and choice
of parameters. Said differently, us(k + 1) can be taken
as the update of an estimator with a filtering effect of
noisy inputs (short-term jitter of clock crystal, measure-
ment and quantization errors, etc.). This is an advan-
tage over purely controller-based protocols.

However, we utilize the transfer function method by
taking L�t(k) and us(k) as the input and output of a sys-
tem, respectively. This system is presented as Figure 3,
where

Q(z)=� 1

z� m
,G(z)=

(e� 1)z� me
(z� 1)e

,H(z)= z� 1

In this way, equation (5) can be converted into a feed-
back control system which is linear and time-invariant
without uncertainty and model errors. Then, its closed-
loop transfer function can be figured out as

Gcls(z)=
(1� e)z+me

z(z� 1)

which shows the stability of this control system. Thus,
as long as messages are exchanged regularly enough,
the input of this system is bounded, which ensures us(k)
not to be divergent. Then, values of us(k) can be gained
in practice.

After the above analysis, we take the design of uDi
(k)

into consideration. Above all, we have to define one
function as

Pi(k)=

~Di(k)�~Di(k�1)j j2�g2

~Di(k)�~Di(k�1)j j2 , ~Di(k)� ~Di(k � 1)
��� ��� � g

0 ,Otherwise

8<
:

where k � 1 and g is a preset sufficiently small positive
parameter. Then, we can define another function as

hi(k)=�
Pi(k + 1)� Pi(k)

�ti(k + 1)� �ti(k)

where k � 1 and hi(0)= 0. Then, uDi
(k) is designed as

uDi
(k)= ( usi

(k)j j+ Di(k)j j+b)sgn½hi(k)�

where b is a sufficiently small positive parameter. With
Remark 3 and Assumption 1, it is easy to figure out
that uDi

(k) is bounded, which implies that the overall
input ui(k) and ~Di(k) are also bounded.

Then, one Lyapunov function can be established in
the following form

V (k)=
XN

i= 1

Pi(k)

Using the definition of Pi(k), it can be figured out that
V (k) � 0 establishes for 8i and all possible values of
~Di(k)� ~Di(k � 1)
��� ��� � 0 when k � 1. Furthermore, the
difference equation of the Lyapunov function can be
obtained as

DV (k)=V (k + 1)� V (k)=
XN

i= 1

½Pi(k + 1)� Pi(k)�

=�
XN

i= 1

fhi(k)½�ti(k + 1)� �ti(k)�g

=�
XN

i= 1

fhi(k)½Di(k)+ usi
(k)+ uDi

(k)�g

=�
XN

i= 1

fhi(k)½usi
(k)+Di(k)

+ ( usi
(k)j j+ Di(k)j j+b)sgn½hi(k)��g

where k � 1. Since usi
(k)j j+ Di(k)j j+b is positive and

its value must be greater than usi
(k)+Di(k), we can

obtain that

sgn½usi
(k)+Di(k)+ ( usi

(k)j j+ Di(k)j j+b)sgn½hi(k)��

equates with sgn½hi(k)�, which implies that DV (k)� 0.
Said differently, if there exits one node whose value of
~Di(k) has a drift larger than g, DV\0 would be satis-
fied, otherwise DV = 0. Thus, drifts between neighbor-
ing values of ~Di(k), for 8i 2 ½1, N �, have the trend to
move inside the interval ½0, g) due to above analysis.
Then, there should exist one finite sampling instant,
namely tkm

, when neighboring values of ~Di(k), for
8i 2 ½1, N �, have the difference less than g. This further

Figure 3. Scheme of the feedback control system.
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implies that when k � km, ~Di(k) can be treated as a con-
stant value as long as g is sufficiently small.

Stability and consensus achieving analysis

Stability here means the input-to-state stability (ISS) of
the whole system, which can ensure virtual time of all
nodes to have bounded values respectively, while con-
sensus represents that all bounded stable values of the
virtual time converge to the same one asymptotically.

Theorem 1. With Assumption 1 and Assumption 2,
the whole system can achieve stability if and only if
the parameters in equation (5) satisfy that

1\e\1+ 1
r(L) and 0\m\1� 1

e, where r(L) is the

spectral radius of L.

Proof: Since L is symmetric, then U, an N-dimension
unitary matrix, should exist and satisfy

UHLU=L=diagfl1, . . . ,lNg ð7Þ

where li represents L’s one eigenvalue. Using Lemma
1, symbols of these eigenvalues can be arranged as
0= l1\l2 . . . �lN . Combining equation (3) with
above protocols obtains the state-space expression as

�t(k + 1)

us(k + 1)

d(k + 1)

0
B@

1
CA=

I I 0

(1� e)L I �mI

�eL 0 0

0
B@

1
CA

�t(k)

us(k)

d(k)

0
B@

1
CA

+( ~D(k)T 0 0 )
T ð8Þ

where 0 denotes an N-dimension square matrix with all
entries equal to 0. Then, equation (8) can be decoupled
by utilizing the unitary transformation

d̂(k)=UHd(k), ûs(k)=UHus(k)
t̂(k)=UH�t(k), D̂(k)=UH ~D(k)

�
ð9Þ

Let U=diagfU,U,Ug. Multiplying it with equation
(8) in both sides yields

U
H

t(k + 1)T us(k + 1)T d(k + 1)T
� �T

=U
H

I I 0

(1� e)L I �mI
�eL 0 0

0
@

1
AUU

H
t(k)
us(k)
d(k)

0
@

1
A

+U
H ~D(k)T 0 0
� �T

which can be transformed to the decoupled vector form
as

t̂(k + 1)

ûs(k + 1)

d̂(k + 1)

0
B@

1
CA=

I I 0

(1� e)L I �mI

�eL 0 0

0
B@

1
CA

t̂(k)

ûs(k)

d̂(k)

0
B@

1
CA

+ D̂(k)T 0 0
� �T

The component-wise form of it is

t̂i(k + 1)

ûsi
(k + 1)

d̂i(k + 1)

0
B@

1
CA=

1 1 0

(1� e)li 1 �m

�eli 0 0

0
B@

1
CA

t̂i(k)

ûsi
(k)

d̂i(k)

0
B@

1
CA

+ D̂i (k) 0 0
� �T

ð10Þ

With values of ~Di(k) being bounded, the theorem of
ISS19 helps conclude that stability can be achieved if the
system matrix achieves Schur stability. The eigenvalue
expression of the system matrix is

f (d)=

d� 1 �1 0

(e� 1)li d� 1 m

eli 0 d

�������
�������

= d3 � 2d2 + ½1+(e� 1)li�d� meli

Then, Schur stability can be achieved by utilizing the
Jury stability criterion directly. According to the criter-
ion, a test chart needs tabulating as Table 1 first,
where

b0 =
�meli 1

1 �meli

����
����, b1 =

�meli �2

1 1+(e� 1)li

����
����,

b2 =
�meli 1+(e� 1)li

1 �2

����
����

Then, following constraints

f (1).0, f (� 1)\0

�melij j\1, b0j j. b2j j

�

have to be satisfied according to the criterion.
Therefore, the value range of e is figured out as
1\e\1+ 1

li
. After choosing the value of e, one value

satisfying 0\m\1� 1
e could be chosen for m. With

r(L) being assumed to be available,20 the value ranges
presented in this theorem can be gained by letting r(L)
take the place of li.

When parameters are chosen within the ranges men-
tioned above, all eigenvalues of the system matrix are
included in a unit circle, that is, the system matrix is
Schur-stable. Then, values of all state vectors in the
state-space expression are bounded, depending on the

Table 1. Chart of Jury stability criterion.

Linage d0 d1 d2 d3

1 �meli 1+(e� 1)li �2 1
2 1 �2 1+(e� 1)li �meli

3 b0 b1 b2
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bounded values of inputs due to ISS.19 Therefore, the
whole system achieves stability. Till now, the proof is
completed.

Remark 4. The simplicity of designing only two para-
meters may be at the expense of stability performance.
If more emphasis has to be attached on this index,
equation (5) can be modified as

d(k + 1)=� �Lt(k)
us(k + 1)=Lt(k)+ us(k)+ d(k + 1)� md(k)

�

where � =diagfe1, . . . , eNg and m=diagfm1, . . . ,
mNg. In this way, more parameters have to be designed
to make 1\ei\1+ 1

li
and 0\mi\1� 1

ei
. satisfied.

However, better stability performance may be achieved.

Theorem 2. With Assumption 1 and Assumption 2,
time of all virtual local clocks converges to the same
time-varying stable value

tc(k)=
1

N

XN

i= 1

Xk�1

j= 0

~Di(j)+ ti(0)

 !
ð11Þ

asymptotically under the presented protocols.

Proof: Above all, we let

ei(k)= �ti(k)�
1

N

XN

j= 1

�tj(k)

Then, for all nodes, its vector form is

e(k)= I� 1

N
11T

� 	
�t(k) ð12Þ

which implies that the average consensus of �t(k) can be
achieved if e(k) converges to 0. Here, 0 denotes an N-
dimension column vector whose entries are all 0. Since
L=ULUH can be obtained using equation (7), then
with L1= 0, we get ULUH1= 0 which infers that
LUH1= 0. Since L consists of li in the order men-
tioned in equation (7), it can be further inferred that
UH1=(x1, 0, . . . , 0)T , where x1 represents the first
entry of this column vector. Then, we can get the fol-
lowing process of inference

UH I� 1

N
11T

� 	
U= I� 1

N
UH11TU

= I� 1

N
(x1, 0, . . . , 0)T (x1, 0, . . . , 0)

=diag 1� 1

N
x2

1, IN�1

� 


Due to the fact that I� 1
N
11T is also a symmetric

Laplacian matrix with a special form, 0 must be its

eigenvalue. In other words, 1� 1
N

x2
1 must equate with

0. Then, the above inference is further inferred as

UH I� 1

N
11T

� 	
U=diagf0, IN�1g

Thus, by letting ê(k)=UHe(k), equation (12) can be
transformed as

UHe(k)=UH I� 1

N
11T

� 	
UUH�t(k)

which infers

ê(k)=diagf0, IN�1gt̂(k) ð13Þ

This implies that ê1(k)[0, while êi(k)= t̂i(k) when
i � 2.

Then, the fact obtained in the previous subsection
that ~D(‘) can be treated as being constant helps infer
that state vectors in the state-space expression are con-
stant when k tends to infinity. Therefore, formulas can
be implied from equation (10) as

ûsi
(‘)= (1� e)lit̂i(‘)+ ûsi

(‘)� md̂i(‘)

d̂i(‘)=� elit̂i(‘)

�

Combining these two expressions yields

(me+ 1� e)lit̂i(‘)= 0

Then with 0= l1\l2 . . . �lN and m e+ 1� e\0,
t̂i(‘)[0, i � 2, can be concluded. Thus, ê(‘)[0 can be
yielded with the relation already inferred from equation
(13) . Since UH does not have 0 as its eigenvalue, it can
be concluded that e(‘)[0 due to ê(k)=UHe(k). Then
till now, virtual local time of all nodes has been proved
to be able to achieve asymptotic consensus under above
protocols.

To make the virtual common-time value more expli-
cit, the case i= 1 needs a specific discussion. By substi-
tuting i= 1, l1 = 0 into equation (10), we have

t̂1(k + 1)= t̂1(k)+ ûs1
(k)+ D̂1(k)

ûs1
(k + 1)= ûs1

(k)� md̂1(k)
d̂1(k + 1)= d̂1(k)= 0

8<
:

By recursion of above expressions, t̂1(k) can be
expressed as

t̂1(k)=
Xk�1

j= 0

D̂1(j)+ t̂1(0)+ kûs1
(0)

As a constant factor of k, ûs1
(0) in the last term can

be removed by letting us(0)= 0 when that protocol gets
initiated. In this way, a more compact form without
uncertainty can be gained as
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t̂1(k)=
Xk�1

j= 0

D̂1(j)+ t̂1(0)

Due to the following process of inference

lim
k!‘

�t(k)= lim
k!‘

Ut̂(k)

= lim
k!‘

U( t̂1(k) . . . t̂N (k))
T

=U
Pk�1

j= 0 D̂1(j)+ t̂1(0) 0 . . . 0
� �T

=U diagf1, 0N�1gUH
Xk�1
j=0

~D(j)+ t(0)

" #( )

=U (I� diagf0, IN�1gUH
Xk�1

j= 0

~D(j)+ t(0)

" #( )

= I� I� 1

N
11T

� 	� � Xk�1

j= 0

~D(j)+ t(0)

" #

=
1

N
11T

Xk�1

j= 0

~D(j)+ t(0)

" #

the value of virtual common time can be denoted as

tc(k)=
1

N

XN

i= 1

Xk�1

j= 0

~Di(j)+ ti(0)

 !
ð14Þ

Remark 5. It can be seen that virtual common time
changes at a variation with the consensus value
1
N

PN
i= 1

Pk�1
j= 0

~Di(j) which is achieved by all nodes
asymptotically. Simultaneously, initial time errors also
converge to the common value 1

N

PN
i= 1 ti(0) which is the

initial time of the virtual common clock. Synchronization
of time variations implies that virtual time of all nodes
can change at the same pace in a relatively long period of
time. It decreases the frequency of executing re-synchroni-
zation, which reduces workloads and energy consumption
of transmission and computation.

Besides, when clock skews are constant, consensus
of local time variations also means consensus of local
clock skews. In this case, it is easy to figure out that
Di =aiT due to all concerned definitions. So Di is a
constant value for node i. Therefore, there is no need
for the additional control uDi

to make ~Di(k) constant.
Instead, let ~Di =Di directly.

Then, equation (14) can be transformed to

tc(k)=
1

N

XN

i= 1

(aiTk + ti(0)) ð15Þ

Let ac, tc(0), and T stand for the skew, initial time, and
transmission period of the virtual common clock,
respectively, then we get ac =

1
N
(a1 + � � � +aN ) and

tc(0)=
1
N
(t1(0)+ � � � + tN (0)).

Implementation

Communication scheme

In this subsection, certain detailed attributes of the
communication scheme presented in Remark 1 are sup-
plemented. That communication means can be sum-
marized as a reactive flooding scheme with the MAC-
layer time-stamping. The MAC-layer technique does
not only have the function mentioned in Remark 1, but
also has the function of preventing transmission colli-
sions. Specifically, message transmission between two
nodes does not interfere with transmission between
other nodes. Reactive, similar with the term post facto
in RBS,4 represents that sensor nodes are triggered to
find communication links instead of getting routing
information known and stored proactively. This attri-
bute leads to energy savings for the fact that no energy
is consumed for attempting to maintain routines at all
time. The flooding scheme has been explained in
Remark 1. By flooding, packets are transmitted only
over multiple short distances between pairs of neigh-
bors instead of a single long path, which reduces energy
consumption.

Application with asynchronous communication

Modified communication scheme. In WSNs, if message
channels are full duplex, the communication graph can
be connected undirected due to Assumption 2.
However, in most cases of WSNs, sensor nodes cannot
transmit packets immediately when they receive pack-
ets. That is to say, these channels are half-duplex,
which implies that underlying communication graphs
on sampling instants are unidirectional. Here, it is
worth reminding that the message-channel graph of the
whole net is still connected undirected. Then, the com-
munication scheme in Remark 1 has to be modified so
as to be applicable in this case. Node i updates its own
virtual time-stamp immediately when it records its local
physical time, which is triggered by receiving the
incoming packet from node j. This event’s global
instant is denoted as �t j

ik . Then node i enters the state of
waiting for broadcasting its out-packets. When one
channel is ready for transmission on the global instant
tik which is after relatively short time delay from �t j

ik,
node i broadcasts its current virtual time to its neigh-
bors. And with information of k contained in packets,
out-packet broadcasting of each node can be triggered
only once in the kth transmission. Thus, it can be seen
that every time when a node receives one in-packet, it
updates its virtual time without necessity in waiting for
all neighbors’ messages. Therefore, robustness to
packet losses and node failure can be gained. This com-
munication scheme with the MAC-layer stamping tech-
nique also contributes to the generation of extended
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neighbor graphs which generate non-symmetric sto-
chastic matrices.

Now let [iftikg+‘
k = 0 denote the set whose elements

are all broadcasting instants of all nodes. By rearran-
ging its elements due to their values, it can also be
denoted as an ordered set T= fT 0, T 1, . . . , T n, . . .g,
where T n increases monotonically as n increases.
Relative to the broadcasting instant of node 1 in the kth
transmission, other nodes’ broadcasting instants have
time delay ik

i , i= 2, . . . ,N . And corresponding to the
maximum delay value ik

max, we define �i=argi2Nmaxik
i .

Then, one component in T whose value corresponds to
t�ik is denoted as T nk

. Since Tk determined by node 1
generally has a much larger timescale than the time
delay does, nk + 1 � nk =N can be satisfied under the
above broadcasting scheme. Namely, it can be ensured
that the broadcasting instant of each node appears once
in the time interval (T nk

, T nk + 1
�—that is, for 8i, there

always exits k and l so that T l = ti(k + 1), where
nk\l� nk + 1, k = 0, 1, . . . Then, due to the above state-
ments and the first theorem in literature,9 the union of
communication graphs on all event instants within
(T nk

, T nk + 1
� can be treated as one connected undirected

graph. Thus, the protocols can be applied during the
time interval.

Comparison to existing methods. Compared with existing
ideas of implementation,9 our method of addressing the
asynchronous problem is more practical. Actually,
Schenato and Fiorentin9 implicitly assume that one of
the following two conditions has to establish when its
implementation method is applied. One is that all nodes
start the synchronization on the same global instant.
The other is that all physical-clock skews are constant.
However, both conditions are not practical due to the
problem formulation. Specifically, a counter-example is
shown in Figure 4, where there are four nodes making
up the net. From the literature,9 Tk

i = ti(k + 1) � tik

denotes the transmission period of node i and Tk
max rep-

resents the maximum value among all nodes’ periods in

the kth transmission. Then, transmitting instants of
each node should have appeared at least once in the
time interval ½t42, t13�. However, this is obviously not
true according to Figure 4.

As for the method proposed in this article, from sub-
section ‘‘Modified communication scheme,’’ T= ft11,
t21, t31, t41, t12, t22, t32, t42, t13, t23, t33, t43g can be
obtained. Thus, we can get T 0 = t11, T n1

=
t41, T n2

= t42, T n3
= t43 and nk + 1 � nk = 4, k = 1, 2,

3: And it can be seen that the broadcasting instant of
each node appears once in the time interval (T nk

,
T nk + 1

�, k = 1, 2, 3: Therefore, confronted with the same
case, our protocols can be applied in these intervals with
the modified communication scheme. That’s to say, in
contrast, our method is more applicable in practice.

Stopping criterion for synchronization protocols

Though it has been proven that clock synchronization
can be achieved asymptotically, Pottie and Kaiser21

show that a considerable amount of energy has to be
conserved in practice by finishing the synchronization
process in finite time. Yadav and Salapaka22 has proved
that average-consensus protocols whose underlying
graphes are undirected or strongly connected balanced
can be ended in finite time by designing minimum and
maximum consensus protocols.

Since synchronization of clock time and that of time
variations are achieved simultaneously, our stopping
criterion is to utilize virtual-time variations. Thus, the
protocols are designed as

yi(k + 1)= max
j2N i

yi(k)

zi(k + 1)= max
j2N i

zi(k)
ð16Þ

where y(0)= �D(0), z(0)= �D(0), and �Dj(k)=
�tj(k + 1)� �tj(k). From the literature,22 after every D.
time steps, minimum and maximum values among
virtual-time variations increase and decrease strictly,
respectively. And all nodes can have access to the value
of D by a distributed method presented in the litera-
ture.23 It is worth remarking that we take the sampling
period as one time step in this criterion. Then, we
define thD = t0 +

PhD�1
j= 0 Tj, h= 1, 2, . . . as the global

time instants when the maximum/minimum protocols
are reset, that is, yi(hD) and zi(hD) of the above two
protocols are set to be equal with the virtual variation
�Di(hD� 1) respectively. Maximum and minimum con-
sensus values are definedas �xh and xh, respectively.
Then, the proposed synchronization protocols can stop
when difference xh =�xh � xh\r, where r is a preset
parameter which is small enough to ensure �xh and xh

close enough to the desired consensus value.
Figure 4. A counter-example of the existing implementation
method.
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After all nodes stop exchanging messages and run-
ning protocols for synchronization, they can return to
low-power states to save energy. Then a whole strategy
for clock synchronization is accomplished.

Numerical simulations

In this section, performance of proposed protocols is
illustrated by presenting certain simulation results.

We consider three examples of WSN grids consisting
of 6 nodes, 36 nodes, and 800 nodes, respectively, for
two main reasons. On one hand, the scalability of our
proposed method can be illustrated when the scale of
the network differs. On the other hand, details that may
not be seen clearly in the figure of a large net can be dis-
played explicitly in the figure of a small net.

Above all, Figure 5 shows the underlying graphs of
nets with different scales, on which our simulation is
carried. It can be seen from the figure that all graphs
are connected undirected. Figure 6 shows how local

time of all nodes in Figure 5 changes corresponding to
the physical time before synchronization. In the figure,
curves with different colors represent local clocks of
different nodes.

Simulation of synchronization process

Parameters in the protocols and those needed in the
simulation are shown in Table 2.

Then, running the protocols under the graph shown
in Figure 5(a) can get the simulation results shown in
Figure 7. Changes of virtual time of all local clocks cor-
responding to global physical time tk are shown in
Figure 7(a). It can be seen that initial time errors are
compensated and synchronization errors reduce
asymptotically.

In this figure, black asterisk markers represent the
scatter diagram of the virtual common clock in equa-
tion (14). Thus, it can be seen that the synchronization
curves can follow the form of equation (14) finally.

Figure 7(b) shows the consensus of virtual-time var-
iations of all local clocks. In this figure, black asterisk
markers represent the scatter diagram of the virtual
common-time variations as part of equation (14). Then,
the two figures show that virtual-time and time varia-
tions can almost simultaneously converge to consensus
values shown in equation (14). Then according to the
definition of D, the diameter of the graph shown in
Figure 5(a) is 4. Thus, running stopping protocols
under this graph can get Figure 8 which shows the
changes of virtual-time variations with the stopping
criterion.

In this figure, the blue circle is the stopping margin
picked out by the criterion when r is assigned the value
in Table 2.

Simulation of changing topologies

With Assumption 2 established, this subsection shows
the simulation results when there are changes in the
topology.

One more node is added to the net. This simulates certain
physical cases. For example, there may be a node off-
line or off-power at first. Then, on some physical
instant, it is put on line or on power. And when the
node is added into the net, other nodes may have been
in the synchronization process for a spell. Then, the
above situation can be equivalent to the change from
Figures 5(a) to 9(a). And the simulation results of this
process are shown in Figure 10.

In Figure 10(a), the cyan asterisk denotes the local
clock time of node 7 when it is added into the net, and
the cyan curve represents the changes of its virtual
clock time after it joins with other nodes in running

Figure 5. Topology graphs of nets with different scales: (a)
topology graph of a 6-node grid, (b) topology graph of a 36-
node grid, and (c) topology graph of an 800-node grid.
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protocols. Similarly, in Figure 10(b), the cyan curve
shows the changes of virtual-time variations of node 7.
From these figures, we can see that when the new node
is added, the previous trend of synchronization is dis-
turbed; however, after node 7 runs the protocols, all
nodes can achieve the synchronization eventually.

One node is lost in the net. This can simulate the cases
that there are packet losses or node failure in the net.
These cases can be equivalent to the change from
Figure 5(a) to Figure 9(b). Figure 9(b) can represent
that node 3 and node 5 cannot acquire the packets from
node 4 or node failure happens to node 4. Then,

Figure 6. Local clock time of all nodes before synchronization: (a) 6-node grid, (b) 36-node grid, and (c) 800-node grid.

Table 2. Simulation parameters.

Parameters in protocols

e m r(L) r

1.30 0.23 1.60 0.5

Network-level parameters

Description Settings

Communication standard IEEE 802.15.4
Transmission rate 250 kbps
MAC protocol iQueue-MAC24

Packet size (Lp) 960 bits
Simulation time 3 h
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simulation results of this process are shown in
Figure 11. In Figure 11(a), the black asterisk denotes
the virtual local time of node 4 when it is lost. And it
can be seen that after the loss of node 4, the virtual-
time errors between other nodes become large for a
while, which is specifically shown in Figure 12. Figure
12 is obtained by taking the virtual clock of node 1 as
the reference. With the coordinate (1,1) in this figure
corresponding to node 1 in Figure 9(b), the X-Y plane
can denote the WSN grid in Figure 9(b). Figure 12(a)
shows the virtual-time errors on the instant before the
loss of node 4, and Figure 12(b) shows the virtual-time
errors on the instant after the loss. Then, it can be seen
that errors become large between these two instants.
However, after remained nodes continue to run proto-
cols, the synchronization can be achieved finally.
Similarly, Figure 11(b) shows that the loss of node 4 can
influence the errors between virtual-time variations in
the process; however, virtual-time variations of all

remained nodes can still achieve the synchronization
eventually. It is worth mentioning that the black lines in
Figure 11 show how virtual-time and time variations of
node 4 would change without connection with the net.

Simulation of the nets with larger scales

In this section, our protocols are run under the graphs
shown in Figure 5(b) and (b), respectively. Then, simu-
lation results can be obtained as shown in Figures 13
and 14 respectively. From these two figures, it can be
seen that synchronization of virtual clock time and that
of virtual-time variations can still be achieved in the
larger nets. So, our protocols can be applied in nets
with different scales. Due to the definition of D, the

Figure 7. Clock synchronization of the grid with six nodes: (a)
changes of virtual time of all local clocks and (b) changes of
virtual-time variations of all local clocks.

Figure 8. Changes of virtual-time variations with the stopping
criterion.

Figure 9. Topology graphs after changes: (a) number of nodes
increases and (b) number of nodes decreases.
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diameter of the graph shown in Figure 5(b) is 11. And
here, we let r = 1:5 as the preset synchronization accu-
racy. Then, in Figure 13(b), the blue circle is still the
margin picked out by the stopping criterion. And it is
worth mentioning that the time of achieving the same
preset synchronization accuracy in the larger net is lon-
ger than that in the smaller net by comparing Figure
13(b) with Figure 8.

Comparison of synchronization errors

In this section, protocols in ATS9 method and those in
our method are run under the graph shown in Figure
5(b). Then, Figure 15 is obtained by taking the virtual
clock of node 1 as the reference to compare the synchro-
nization errors of these two methods. With coordinates
(1,1,0), (2,1,0) and (1,2,0) in this figure corresponding to
node 1, 2 and 12 in Figure 5(b) respectively, the X-Y
plane can denote the WSN grid in Figure 5(b). From

Figure 15, it can be seen that synchronization errors
between virtual clocks from both methods are almost
proportional to the physical distance between nodes,
which is an advantage over TPSN.6 And comparing
Figure 15(a) with Figure 15(b) shows that our method
has smaller synchronization errors than the ATS9

method does under the graph shown in Figure 5(b).

Energy consumption analysis

In this section, a recognized energy consumption
model25 for WSNs is utilized to analyze the energy con-
sumption of our protocol. This model contains two
main expressions as follows

Etx(Lp, �d)=
LpEelec + Lpefsd

2
, �d\d0

LpEelec + Lpempd
4
, �d � d0

(

Erx(Lp)= LpEelec

ð17Þ

Figure 10. Synchronization of the net with one more node: (a)
synchronization of virtual local time and (b) synchronization of
virtual-time variations.

Figure 11. Synchronization of the net with one node lost: (a)
synchronization of virtual local time and (b) synchronization of
virtual-time variations.
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where fs is short for free-space model and mp is short
for multi-path model. The physical meanings and typi-
cal values of all symbols in the above equations are
shown in Table 3.

Then, with the focus on relatively short-distance
transmissions, the transmission distance between nodes
in the topology shown in Figure 5(a) is set as �d = 30 m.
And the initial energy of each node is set as E0 = 2 J.
Then, the simulation results of energy consumption can
be obtained in Figure 16. Figure 16(a) shows the resi-
dual energy of each node after the kth packet transmis-
sion of the grid, where k = 1, 2, . . . , 70. Due to the
stopping margin shown in Figure 8, the residual energy
on k = 70 in Figure 16(a) is the ultimate energy of each
node when synchronization is completed. Then, it can
be seen that packet exchanges for our protocol can be
achieved with reasonable energy consumption. Besides,
the capacity of batteries on sensors is much larger than
E0, which can support the application of our protocols.

Figure 16(b) shows the energy consumption of each
node per 3 min with different packet transmission peri-
ods. Then, it can be seen that when the transmission
period is small, the energy consumption can still be rea-
sonable. And a tradeoff between the convergence rate
and energy consumption can be made by choosing the
values of transmission period.

Conclusion and future work

A new distributed protocol is proposed to achieve
synchronization of clock time and that of time varia-
tions simultaneously. Its control inputs are robust
against noise interference with achievable bounded
values. Also, this article provides specific explanations
on the virtual clock modeling and communication
schemes independent on global physical time. The

Figure 12. Comparison of errors before and after the loss: (a)
errors before the loss and (b) errors after the loss. Figure 13. Clock synchronization of the grid with 36 nodes:

(a) changes of virtual time of all local clocks and (b) changes of
virtual-time variations of all local clocks.
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modified communication scheme enhances robustness
against node failure and packet losses and then has a
wider application. Finding a stopping margin for the
protocols in finite time can conserve more energy.
Future work may include researches on optimal

choices of parameters to gain better stability and con-
sensus performance. And we plan to conduct more
experiments to compare the performance of our
method with that of others as certain literature26 did
in the future.

Figure 14. Clock synchronization of the grid with 800 nodes:
(a) changes of virtual time of all local clocks and (b) changes of
virtual-time variations of all local clocks.

Figure 15. Comparison of synchronization errors: (a)
synchronization errors of our method and (b) synchronization
errors of the existing method.

Table 3. Symbols and their typical values in the energy consumption model.

Symbols Meaning Values

Etx(Lp, �d) Energy for transmitting
Lp bits over �d meters

Erx(Lp) Energy for receiving
Lp-bit data

Eelec Energy for receiving or transimitting 1-bit data 50 nJ=bit
efs Power of transmission amplifier 100 pJ=bit=m2

emp Power of transmission amplifier 0.0013 pJ=bit=m4

d0 Distance threshold 80 m
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